A regular space is said to be a NAC space if, given any pair of disjoint closed subsets, one of them is compact. The standard example of a noncompact NAC space is an ordinal space of uncountable cofinality. The coñnality of an arbitrary noncompact NAC space is defined, and the extent to which cofinality in NAC spaces behaves like cofinality of ordinal spaces is discussed.
The notion of cofinality is fundamental in the study of ordered topological spaces. Our goal is to investigate the notion of cofinality in topological spaces. Without a linear order, we lose our sense of direction, so we study spaces where "we can approach infinity from only one direction." Even with a linear order, we must be somewhat careful; after all, every infinite discrete space has a linear order that has a cofinality, but different linear orders on a given discrete space can give different cofinalities. We want to look at analogues not of arbitrary ordered spaces, but rather those in which the cofinality can be described in terms of the topology. This idea is made precise by looking at spaces having a unique free closed ultrafilter, spaces that we call NAC spaces. We see that the theory develops smoothly for spaces that have the additional property that small subsets have compact closure, but the general theory has more questions than answers.
In § 1 we give some preliminary definitions. Section 2 introduces two notions analogous to the cofinality of a linear ordered set. Several examples are given and discussed in §3. In §4 we discuss normality of products and continuous images of normal almost compact spaces. Section 5 gives other results.
Preliminary definitions
All spaces we deal with are assumed to be at least regular. A Tychonov space X is almost compact if ßX\X has at most one element. If X is almost compact but not compact, the unique element of ßX\X is denoted by oox , or if no ambiguity can result, simply oo . Examples are the space u>x of countable ordinals, and the Tychonov plank T. The former is normal and the latter is not. A regular space is normal and almost compact if and only if at least one of any pair of disjoint closed sets is compact. We call a noncompact, normal, almost compact space a NAC space. A NAC space is locally compact and countably compact. Every noncompact closed subset of a NAC space is NAC. Furthermore, if X is NAC and /: X -* Y is a continuous surjection, then either Y is compact or Y is NAC and / is a perfect mapping. (Recall that a map /: X -> Y is perfect if / is closed mapping such that the preimage of each point of Y is compact.) For Tychonov spaces, X and Y, f: X -► Y is perfect if and only if ßf^(ßX\X) = ßY\Y).
If X is a topological space a closed filterbase on X is a collection IF of closed subsets of X having the finite intersection property. A closed filter on X is a closed filterbase that contains any closed superset of any of its elements. The notions of z-filterbase and z-filter are defined analogously with zero sets replacing closed sets in the definitions. A closed filterbase or z-filterbase is free if it has empty intersection. A filterbase, or closed filterbase, or z-filterbase is well ordered if it has the form {F : a < k} where T7,, D F if y < a .
We use the standard (see for example [E] ) notions of character, x(P> X) and x(X)> pseudocharacter, y/(p, X) and y/(X), and tightness, x(p, X) and t(X) . Because tightness is a sup that may not be attained, we sometimes instead use x+(X), defined to be the least k such that whenever p £ X, A ç X, and p £ Clx A, there is a subset of A having cardinality less than k and whose closure contains p. If k is a cardinal, a space X is K-bounded [respectively, < K-bounded] if every subset of X having cardinality at most [respectively, fewer than] k elements has compact closure in X.
Cofinality and character at oo
Suppose that X is a NAC space. Define cf(X) to be the least cardinal of a free closed filterbase on X. We will call cf(X) the cofinality of X. Note that X always has a well-ordered free closed filterbase of cardinality cf(Z), because given an arbitrary closed free filterbase y = {Fa : a < cf(X)} , we may replace Fa °y ni-^À : A < a} for each a. It follows easily that the cofinality of any NAC space is a regular cardinal. Define zf(X) to be the least cardinal of a free z-filterbase on X. Since a NAC space is countably compact, and since it is easier for sets to be closed than to be zero sets, for an arbitrary NAC space X, we have cox < cf(X) < zf(A"). Notice that if k is an ordinal of uncountable cofinality, then the cofinality of k is the same as both cf(/c) and zf(/c).
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a NAC space. Then the following cardinals are equal: Tf(X), x(oo, ßX), ^(oo, ßX), and the least cardinal of a family Jf of compact subsets of X with \J3? = X.
Proof. The equality zf(X) = ^(oo, ßX) = ^(oo, ßX) follows from the fact that zero-sets are Gs sets and that in compact spaces, the pseudocharacter and character coincide. Observe that a subset K of X is compact if and only if ßX\K is open in ßX. D
The simple proof of the following proposition is omitted. Proposition 2.2. Suppose that X is a NAC space. Let & be the family of noncompact closed subsets of X. ¡F is a closed filterbase and any intersection of fewer than ef(X) elements of SF is again an element of 9~.
We now present a basic construction. Let X be a NAC space, and let ef(X) = k . Using £F = {Fa : a < k} a well-ordered free closed filterbase, we construct a K-sequence in X. Let p0 be an arbitrary element of X and let y(0) = 0. For C < k , we suppose that points pa of X and ordinals y (a) < k are defined for all a < Ç. Let K¡. = Cl^{pQ : a < Q. If Kr is compact, choose y(Q so that K^ n Fy,¡., = 0. Otherwise, let y(Ç) = sup{y(a) + 1 : a < Q . Now choose p¡-£ F ,r,. Then {p^ : Ç < k} is the desired sequence. We note that if X is < K-bounded, then the sequence {p¡. : Ç < k} is a free sequence. Proposition 2.3. Let X, k , p^, and 5? be as in the preceding paragraph.
(a) Let Ha = Cl^{pf : a < C < k} . Then %? = {Ha : a < k} is a well-ordered free closed filterbase. Proof. The proofs of cf(L) = cf(X) and zf(L) < zf(X) are routine. The equality zf(F) = zf(X) follows from Proposition 2.1 because / and f~ take compact sets to compact sets. cf(7) = cf(AT) because / and f~ take noncompact closed sets to noncompact closed sets.
Towards zf(X) < zf(L), let {K¡. : Ç < zf(L)} be a family of compact sets covering L. For Ç < zf(L), find open subsets of U¡-of X and compact sets Hc so that KcçHçCHr Set F = f\{X\Ur : C < zf(L)}. F is closed and disjoint from L, so 77 is compact. Then {F}U{H¡ : Ç < zf(L)} covers X. O Proposition 2.5. Let X be a NAC space. Then cf(X) < zf(X) < 2<cf{X). Thus, assuming GCH, cf(X) = zf(X). If X is < cf(X)-bounded, then cf(X) = zf(X) even if GCH is not assumed.
Proof. The inequality cf(X) < zf(A") is immediate. Let 770 be as in Proposition 2.3. Then zf(X) = zf(770) by Proposition 2.4, and zf(77) < 2zd(x) = \[k]<k\ by Proposition 2.3(b). If X is < K-bounded, we can use k = {a: a < k} in place of [k]<k . D
Examples
In this section we discuss several classes of NAC spaces. Let k be an uncountable regular cardinal. NAC (k) = {X : X is NAC and cf(X) = k} . The spaces in Q(/c) = {X e NAC(k): X is < k-bounded} share many properties with the ordinals of cofinality k , which are, of course, the canonical examples of NAC spaces. A still larger class if FR(/c) = {X £ NAC(k) : There exists L £ Q(k) which is closed in X} . By 2.5, if X £ Q(k) , then cf(X) = zf(X). Thus, by 2.4, if X £ FR(/c), then cf(A") = if(X).
Example 3.1. Eric van Douwen [vDl] constructed an interesting example of a NAC space O having no convergent sequence. The space 0 is defined to be ß({k < oe2: X has uncountable cofinality or is isolated })\{co2} . Although the space <& does not contain an ordinal space, it is a perfect preimage of an ordinal space. We remark that Fremlin [F] showed that assuming PFA perfect preimages of cox having small fibers contain copies of cox and in Remark 19 discusses a consistent example of a two-to-one perfect preimage of cox that does not contain a copy of cox . See also the research announcement [BDFN] .
Example 3.2. The closed long ray is a NAC space that is not a perfect preimage of an ordinal space, because it is connected. However, it is a perfect image of a perfect preimage of an ordinal space. More generally, one can show that any Dedekind complete linearly ordered topological space having a first element and uncountable cofinality is a perfect image of a perfect preimage of an ordinal of uncountable cofinality. Example 3.3. In [FR] Franklin and Rajagopalan defined a countably compact space, which we denote by S(N, k) , containing a dense countable discrete subset TV and such that S(N, k)\N is (homeomorphic to) k . (Without extra axioms of set theory, we can say only that k satisfies cox < k < c). It is routine to check that Ö(N, k) £ FR(k)\CI(k) .
Example 3.4. Assuming the axiom 0, Osteszewski [O] constructed a NAC space 0 that is hereditarily separable. Therefore no closed noncompact subset is rebounded and t(/?0) = a).
Example 3.5. Nyikos (unpublished) showed that after iteratively adding ojx dominating reals to a model Ji of set theory, there is a locally countable NAC space Y of cardinality c that contains no perfect preimage of tu, . It follows that t(co, ßY) = 0) < cf(Y) = wx < c = zf(7). Because the cardinals and cardinal arithmetic of Ji are preserved, if CH fails in Ji, then cf(T) < zf (F) We can also ask if there are higher cardinal and/or ZFC analogues of 0. Specific versions of this question are: Does V = L imply that NAC(k)\Q(k) / 0 for all uncountable regular k ? Is it consistent with ZFC that t(oo , ßX) = cí(X) for all NAC spaces XI We recall the well-known question: Is it true in ZFC that co*\{p} (or ßoJ\{p}) is nonnormal for every p € <w* ? A negative answer to this question would give a surprising NAC space. We do not know the answer to the following related questions: Does there exist a realcompact space X and point p £ X* such that ßX\{p} is normal, that is, such that ßX\{p} is a NAC space? We note that the question is equivalent to the same question with X assumed to be cr-comapct, or locally compact and o -compact, or Lindelöf.
Normality of products and images
In this section we discuss the relationship between cofinality in NAC spaces and normality of products and continuous images. We see that spaces in the class FR(/c) behave like k with respect to products. However, in the more general setting of NAC(k) , some of the product theorems do not hold, at least not consistently. (c) k is the least ordinal such that X x (k + 1) ¿j not normal.
Proof, (a) If 'V has no finite subcover, then {X\V : V £ T'} is a free closed filterbase.
(b) Let {77Q : a < k} and {pr : C < k} be as in Proposition 2.3. Set A = {X £ k : cf(A) = ta} . For X £ A, define Mx = f){Ha : a < X} . Because X is countably compact, for each X £ A we can find qx £ Mx such that for every neighborhood U of qx, {a < X : pa e U} is cofinal in X. Now {X\MX : X £ A} is an open cover of X ; let % be an open refinement. Let qx £ Ux £ %. By the pressing down lemma, there is pa , which is in Ux for cofinally many X 's. Because qx $ Mx , there are k many different Ux 's.
(c) Follows from (a), (b), and Kunen's Theorem [P, 3.7] . We remark that the disjoint closed subsets of X x (k + 1) that cannot be separated are X x{k} and (J{MX x {X} : X £ A}. D One property of ordinals of uncountable cofinality is that if the "corner" is removed from the product of the compactifications of two such spaces, then the resulting space is nonnormal. The same thing holds for NAC spaces. This fact is a consequence of the following proposition, which we doubt is new but whose proof we have not seen in print.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that X and Y are Tychonov spaces, p £ ßX\X, and q£ßY\Y.
Then (ßX x ßY)\{(p, q)} is nonnormal. Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that X and Y are almost compact. Otherwise, replace X by ßX\{p} and replace Y by ßY\{q}. The product of two locally compact, pseudocompact space is pseudocompact (see [W] ) so by Glicksberg's product theorem, ß(X x Y) = ßX x ßY. Therefore, since (ßX x ßY)\{(p, q)} lies between a space and its Stone-Cech compactification and contains all but one point of the Stone-Cech remainder, (ßX x ßY)\{(p, q)} is almost compact. If it were also normal, it would be a NAC space and could not have two disjoint noncompact closed subsets; but it does have two such subsets: X x {q} and {p} x Y. D According to Nogura's Theorem (see [P. 3.19] ) if X is an ordinal of uncountable cofinality k and C is a compact space of tightness less than k , then X x C is normal. This result cannot be proved (at least in ZFC) for arbitrary NAC spaces because by Tamano's theorem (see [P, 3.9] ) 0 x ß& is not normal even though r(ß@) = co < cdx = cf(0). However, for spaces in FR(k) , the Nogura result does generalize. We first note that although Theorem 3.19 of [P] is stated in the special case that X = k+ , the proof gives the following. Proposition 4.3. Suppose X £ Q(/c) and C is a compact space such that t+(C) < k . Then X x C is normal. Proposition 4.4. Suppose that X is a NAC space, L is a closed, noncompact subset of X, and C is compact. Then X x C is normal if and only if LxC is normal. Proof. Sufficiency is clear.
For the other direction, we make the identifications ßL = L\J {oo} ç. X li {oo} = ßX, ß(LxC) = ßLxC, and ß(X x C) = ßX x C. Let He, e £ 2, be disjoint closed subsets of X x C. For the rest of this paragraph, we fix y £ C and omit subscripts y on e , U, V , and K . Because LxC is normal, there are e £ 2, U open in X, and V open in Y such that (oo, y) £ U x V and (Cl(U x V)) n (L x C) n He = 0. Consider K = Cl(He n (U x V)) ç HeC\Cl(UxV)ç (X\L)xC . Because the projection map nx is perfect, n~¿(K) is closed. Because X is NAC and nx(K) is disjoint from L, U\nx(K) isa neighborhood of oo.
Let {Vy : y £ d} be a finite subcover of {V : y £ C}. Note that F = \J{(X x U) U nx(Ky): y £ d} x C is compact, and that the sets n^(He\F), e £ 2 have disjoint closures in C. Now it is routine cutting and pasting to separate 770 and Hx . D Theorem 4.5. Suppose thaï X e FR(/c) and C is compact. Then X x C is normal if and only if t+ (C) < k .
Proof. Necessity follows from Theorem 4.1 and Katuta's Theorem [P, 3.16] . Sufficiency follows from Propositions 4.3 and 4.4. D
The following results are a bit technical, so we begin with some background. A space X is ACRIN if all continuous regular images of X are normal. Since every continuous image of a NAC space is either compact or NAC, every NAC space is ACRIN. In [FL2] it is proved that if X is normal and ßX\X is Cclosed (that is, if every countably compact subset is closed), then X is ACRIN. It was conjectured there that C-closed can be replaced by countable tightness. To find a counterexample, we must ( 1 ) find a space S that has countable tightness and is not C-closed; (2) find a normal space X such that ßX\X is homeomorphic to S ; and (3) show that X is not ACRIN. The only immediate candidates for S are ß® and an example of Fedorcuk, both of which require an extra axiom to construct, Indeed, PFA implies that locally compact spaces of countable tightness are sequential, hence C-closed [BDFN] . Above, we showed that a>x x ß& and â(N, k) x ß& are normal. Below, we show that they are ACRIN, so the conjecture remains open. Proof. Let /: Z -► Y be a continuous surjection. For the sake of clarity, we assume that Y is Tychonov. The modifications needed in case Y is merely regular are discussed in [FL2] . Let ßf:ßZ^ßY be the Stone extension of /. Let P = {p £ ßZ\Z: ßf(p) £ Y}. By an argument in [FL2] , it suffices to show that P is a closed subset of ßZ\Z . Let q be an element of ßZ\Z in the closure of P. There is A £ [P] <K such that q £ Cl"zA. For a £ A, choose z(a) £ Z so that f(z(a)) = ßf(a). Now K = Clz{z(a): a £ A} is compact, and by continuity, ßf(q) £ f^(K).
Hence, q £ P and P is closed. For part (b), let Z = X x C and define ßf, P, and q as above. is closed and disjoint from L; hence, n^(K) and K are compact. As above, ßfiQ) €f^(K). Therefore, q £ P and P is closed. G
We can extend two results of [FL1] from ordinals of uncountable cofinality to NAC spaces. The proofs are essentially in [FL1] .
Proposition 4.7. Suppose that X is a NAC space.
(a) If zf(X)| < c, then the discrete union of X and o is not ACRIN.
(b) If cf(X) > c, then the discrete of X and oe is ACRIN.
Other results
In this section we talk about other results relating to NAC spaces. Discussions with Amer Beslagic were very helpful, especially in this section. The cardinal p is defined in [vD2] .
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that X is a separable'NAC space. Then p < zf( AT) < c. In particular, assuming MA, zf(Af ) = c.
Proof. Suppose {77a : a < X} were a base at oo, where X < p. Let C -{ck : k £ oe} be a countable dense subset of X. Since X < p, there is an infinite subset A of C that is almost contained in every set of the form C n 77Q . Since X is NAC, we are done if we can show that A is a closed discrete subset of X. Suppose z £ X. Let U and 77Q be disjoint neighborhoods in ßX of z and oo respectively. Since A is almost contained in Ba, only finitely many elements of A are in U. O In view of Proposition 5.1, the following question seems natural. Does ZFC imply the existence of a separable NAC space X with cf (AT) = c ? Proposition 5.2. Assuming PFA, if X £ NAC(<y,), then in the construction of 2.3, the points p¡-can be chosen so that for a < cox, Clx{p¡. : Ç < a} is compact. Hence, zf(AT) = cox= cf(X). Proof. The result follows from the proof (but not the statement) of [BFDN] .
See also [T, 8.14] . D Now suppose that X is an arbitrary Tychonov space and p e ßX\X.
If we view p as a z-ultrafilter, it is possible that p extends to a unique closed ultrafilter p". In this case we can define cf (AT), the cofinality at p, to be the minimal cardinality of a free filterbase included in p", and zf (AT) to be the least cardinality of a free filterbase included in p . Clearly, cf' (X) < zf (AT).
Example 5.3. Assuming A, de Caux showed in [dC] that there exist a Dowker space X with the following properties.
(i) the underlying set is oex x co.
(ii) For every a £ cox and n £ co, the set ax n is open in X . (iii) For every two uncountable subsets A and 77 of X and a £ a>x , n £ co, there are ß > a and m > n with (ß, m) £ Clx A n Clx B .
Let &~ = {AC X : A is closed and uncountable}. Then (ii) and (iii) imply that y is a closed ultrafilter. Let p = {F £ SF: F is a zero set of X}. by (ii), the sets Fn = cox x (co\n), n < co, are in &~, so that cf (AT) = co (since C]Fn = 0). By (iii) each open set containing an uncountable closed set has countable complement in X. Hence, each F £ p, being a CT^-set, has countable complement in X, so zfp (AT) > co. Therefore, it is not true in ZFC timzfp(X) = cfpiX).
On the other hand, certain results about NAC spaces do generalize to the "local" setting. The following can be proved using the methods of §2.
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that X is normal and locally compact and p £ ßX\X. Then c£p(X) < zfp(X) < 2ci»(X).
Example 5.5. Let X be Rudin's ZFC Dowker space. Let p: N -► öffl be defined by p(n) = con . Note [R, p. 185 ] that p £ X' &vX ç ßX. It is easy to verify that cf (AT) = co and zf (AT) = cow, which is singular.
